
DISCOVER INTELLIGENTLY DESIGNED KITCHENS 
FEATURING A SUPERIOR DESIGN



A kitchen with an impressive working height of 105 cm and a solid glued body with a useful capacity of 86 cm. 
The high-pressure laminate (HPL) front guarantees durability and quality for years to come. 
Notice the aluminium front edge detail. The minimalist shape with no visible handles adds a touch 
of modernity and elegance.

A kitchen design that radiates natural earth tones. The veneered front with vertical corrugation, an edge handle, and a 20 mm 
thick quartz conglomerate worktop is the true quintessence of luxury and elegance. An eye-catching and functional roller 
shutter cabinet, and a high furniture wall with no visible handles. All of this is complemented by a tasteful lamp above the 
kitchen island, creating an atmosphere of exceptional elegance and intimacy. 

NEW IN 2024



Prominent front design with herringbone pattern. A kitchen that makes you feel closer to nature thanks to the natural, 
high-quality materials used. The kitchen bar is in natural oak, and the main worktop is 30 mm sintered ceramic. 
The design also features a hidden passage to the pantry with an 80 cm wide door with a convenient opening system.

Join us in discovering new, previously unknown designs made possible thanks to electrifying combinations of structures. A 
juxtaposition of four different fronts in one kitchen – woodgrain laminate, matte lacquer in earthy tones, matte lacquer in 
burgundy, and a fluted wood front. This kitchen design offers a work area and lockable wall sections, which are concealed 
when the accordion fronts are closed.

NEW IN 2024



A kitchen featuring a handleless GL system and a decorative wine cabinet equipped with a special fridge for the most 
demanding wine testers. The furniture reaches the ceiling. Hand-applied matte lacquers add to the unique look and originality 
of this Werk Mebel kitchen.

Exceptional taste with remarkable shapes. A combination of beige and black peninsular cabinets that are glazed 
with filigree glass showcases separated by vertical wooden slats, adding elegance. A hidden right-hand section with 
a built-in bar that adds a touch of mystery to the room, a 40 mm worktop in natural quartzite, and top-quality 
Resopal Pro fronts.

NEW IN 2024



Inspired by the umami taste. Genuine solid wood on furniture fronts with decorative rustication. A kitchen island with 
a teppanyaki grill and gas and induction hobs. Decorative lamp style cooker hoods and a farmhouse ceramic sink. 
A true feast for the senses.

Elegant black combined with a natural granite worktop. Open shelving with a mirror adds space and light to the kitchen. 
Copper kitchen appliances, including cylinder island hoods with hand-applied copper flakes. A bar-style kitchen with matte 
lacquer fronts. Our black hat in the Werk Mebel family. A beautiful and timeless combination of copper and black. 
Highly recommended!



The electrifying combination of high-gloss lacquer and woodgrain laminate adds elegance with a touch of nature. 
An original wine glass cabinet above the ovens along with laminated worktops with xTRA flush mounting technology, 
which makes the use of an induction hob or sink convenient and functional.

A matte black kitchen with fronts made with anti-fingerprint technology that prevents fingerprint stains in the kitchen. 
Enriched with a wooden bar that blends in perfectly with the island’s convenient and stylishly designed open drawers. 
The handleless GL system highlights the elegance and simplicity of the furniture, while the impressive 20 mm granite 
worktop adds distinction and durability.



An industrial style for true connoisseurs of raw forms. The combination of a woodgrain front and matte black lacquer 
adds to the raw yet warm feel of the interior. Design with a separate coffee area.

A new dimension of high fronts with vertically positioned handles. A table integrated into the island to create unity 
and coherence and open space with decorative shelves. Veneered fronts combined with acrylic glass are fascinating 
and give the kitchen an original character.

NEW IN 2024



A light and subtle kitchen with a cascading effect thanks to the use of full-depth, 60 cm units under the ceiling! 
The recessed cabinets in the main utility area offer more space and functionality and are finished in a woodgrain laminate 
to match the worktop and wall panels. The kitchen’s character is further enhanced by the durable ceramic sinter, 
which imitates natural marble, and the modern, light shape of the double-sided island.

This kitchen with hand-applied micro-cement fronts is a unique and inimitable design that enhances the aesthetic experience. 
It features a deeper worktop with 75 cm of usable space for more comfortable use and a mirror in the wall section that adds 
depth and space to the room. Special wall-mounted holders with dispensers for essentials such as salt, oatmeal, and sugar. 
An elegant and practical ‘Back-Light’ grip system.

NEW IN 2024



A kitchen design with a dining area and distinctive accents. The unique kitchen area with walnut veneer fronts combined with 
hand-applied graphite lacquer is perfectly complemented by the elegant GL handleless system in brushed gold. The dining area 
features roller shutter cabinets and hand-applied gold furniture fronts with a plaster texture. The rooms are separated by spatial 
shelves, which form a virtual wall between the rooms.



In the ‘chillout’ room, a subtle combination of usable space with decorative blue furniture. The matte lacquer is from the 
latest SIKKENS colour palette consisting of 5500 colours, which offers vast design possibilities. Each of our lacquers 
can be produced in a satin, gloss, or textured finish. Vast design possibilities are at your fingertips with Werk Mebel!

The details make the whole. Thanks to the latest technology, we can refine the smallest details to make the overall design stunning. 
One of the innovations we have introduced in our new product line is aluminium frames with an internal ‘facet’ cutter, along with the 
possibility of customising the colours of the glazing and fronts, as well as elegant internal backlighting in the form of vertical LED 
cutters with ‘Emotion’ lighting control technology – controlled by remote control or via a smartphone app, the intensity and hue 
of the light can be adjusted to suit the occasion or mood.



TV furniture in the spirit of minimalism. The polymer glass fronts together with the marble effect laminate create a unique 
atmosphere that completes the room.

A modern TV system with open ‘Smart Cube’ shelves. Woodgrain elements are combined with lacquered fronts made 
from laminate imitating stainless steel. A light and timeless shape, dictated by practical quality.



A bathroom designed by us, with a large mirror emphasising the spaciousness and openness of the room, along with 
worktop washbasins. The wall cabinets are recessed into the wall, making them functional and ergonomic. 
The wall cabinets are lacquered with a special impregnation of the base of the unit for high-quality use. 
There’s no need to worry about the cabinet flooding.

A nautical-style bathroom with stylised fronts and blue wooden slats. To enhance the aesthetics, the mirrors have 
been backlit to add charm and ambience to the bathroom. Next to the bath is a usable unit with a shelf for towels.



High, full-extension drawers can accommodate and support 
up to 80 kg. Full extension and a lifetime guarantee for the system.

The most necessary items are now at your fingertips in wooden 
drawers. We are proud to present our latest drawer with oak side 
and back panels.

The interior of the drawer can be personalised at any time. 
Accessories in plastic, veneer, wood, or stainless steel are available.

A bread box with a perforated base for the optimal storage of bread 
and much more. The special material used guarantees that odours 
do not permeate and that no staining can occur.



Open space wardrobe designed by us. German quality with Italian style. A perfectly designed wall unit with mirrored 
polymer glass fronts. Lighting recessed vertically in the inner side of the cabinet body, a skylight above the island, 
and a minimalist colour scheme to match the function of the room.

Convenient, functional, and adjustable shoe shelves with a special 
impregnated coating to ensure years of quality use. The inside 
of the door features additional accessory holders. 
Space dictated by functionality!

NEW IN 2024

The interior of the island features pull-out systems with convenient 
drawers and built-in compartments for accessories such as ties, watches, 
and belts. We love such use of space!



FULL DESIGN AND 
MEASUREMENT 

SERVICE

FULL SERVICE
(DELIVERY, TRANSPORT, AND INSTALLATION)

5 YEAR
WARRANTY

(ON APPLIANCES AND FURNITURE)

ATTRACTIVE
INSTALMENT PLAN

TURNKEY
IMPLEMENTATION

IN 4 WEEKS



All our premium kitchens are manufactured in our state-of-the-art 

factories in Germany. An elegant design, high quality �nishes, 

and cutting-edge appliances are featured in all our collections. 

The excellence of Werk Mebel kitchens can be observed in the 

smallest details. It is more than a brand – it is a way of life.

At Werk Mebel, we are committed to using our experience to create 

living spaces where elegance and harmony reign. All kitchen designs 

require individual support and advice, technical excellence, 

and expert know-how. Werk Mebel o�ers the retail market complete 

kitchens with smart accessories, attractive built-in sinks, and a wide 

range of appliance brands from entry-level to high-end premium.

If you would like to enjoy the bene�ts of a kitchen realised by 

a German brand that o�ers design and measurement from A to Z, 

a kitchen which re�ects your own unique tastes and personality, 

contact your nearest Werk Mebel showroom today.

biuro@werkmebel.pl www.werkmebel.pl71 778 90 80
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